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PRESIDENTS CORNER  

ISM-Nevada Members, 
 

As we start the New Year, new trends are bound to happen!   
 
We have the Supplier Opportunity Fair coming in April that we are planning for now.  Watch for 
more information for volunteers that will be needed to make this a big success.  Also, if anyone is 
able to start gathering raffle items for our silent auction, that would be much appreciated.   
We are also looking at doing more plant tours this year!  Let us know where you want to go so 
we can reach out and get them booked.  Jim is working on scheduling day workshops and has 
some great instructors lined up.   
 
Let’s all have a successful and prosperous year in 2018! 
 
Cheers, 
Dawna Herndon 

___________________________________________________ 

 

 

April 18, 2018 

9:00 AM to 1:00 PM 
 

Pearson Community Center, 1625 West Carey Avenue, North Las Vegas, NV 
 

This is a reverse trade fair where the Procurement Professionals are in the booths.  It’s a great 

opportunity to: 

• Inform suppliers how to do business with your organization 

• Announce upcoming bid opportunities 

• Discuss cost saving ideas 

• NETWORKING with your peers 
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FFeebbrruuaarryy  2211,,  22001188  BBrreeaakkffaasstt  MMeeeettiinngg      
 

Panel Discussion  

 

Please join us as representatives from the City of Las Vegas, Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority 
and Southwest Gas have a round table discussion about Procurement Cards and how their P-Card 
program is administered. 

This is your opportunity to see how these 3 organizations administer their P-Card program including a short 
review of their program, their limits, their annual spend, who gets a card, and other related topics. 

And we will have questions and answers and group discussion about this relevant and timely topic. 

About our Panelists: 

Penny Marchell, C.P.M. is the Senior Manager of Purchasing at the Las Vegas Convention and Visitors 
Authority and has been employed with the LVCVA and in the purchasing profession for over 28 
years.  She attained her Associates Degree in Business at the North Dakota State College of Science and 
is a Lifetime Certified Purchasing Manager (C.P.M.). 

Layne Larsen is the Purchasing Department at Southwest Gas in Las Vegas. 

Niki Gomoluh is the P-Card Administrator in the Purchasing Department for the City of Las Vegas. 

7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m.   Main Street Station, Social Club, 200 N. Main Street, LV NV 

__________________________________________________________ 

  

MMaarrcchh  2288,,  22001188  SSeemmiinnaarr  
 

 
 
 

To learn more and Register for events, meetings and seminars:        www.ismnv.com 

Investigative Negotiations for Breakthrough 
Total Cost of Ownership 

 
ISM-Nevada is pleased to have globally recognized negotiations author, 
consultant, professor, and speaker Omid Ghamami, MBA, CPSCM (“THE 
Godfather of Negotiation Planning” ~ Intel Corp) back by popular demand.   
 
Omid won’t show you how to squeeze the supplier even harder and he 
won’t show you negotiation room tactics and counter-tactics.  Both of those 
are dated strategies.  
 

He will show you real, implementable, powerful strategies to find out what 

else that is NOT on the quotation that the supplier values besides price, and 
leveraging that knowledge to get the supplier to trade for aggressive price 
and other TCO concessions in your favor, not because they had to, but 
because they were delighted to. 

 

http://www.ismnv.com/
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Five Personality Faces of Procurement Fraud Risk  
By Tom Caulfied, CFE and Sheryl Steckler, CIG in an article in Fraud-Magazine.com, November/December 2017 
edition.  Used with permission. 

There are five employee faces to look for when trying to prevent procurement fraud, abuse and noncompliance. 
Their aberrant behavior can lead to manipulated purchasing systems plus major financial and reputational 
losses, potential litigation and/or contract termination. 

Some employees who violate their procurement processes are performing their misdeeds so they can commit 
fraud.  

However, others, will deliberately violate their procurement processes not for fraud but to enhance the efficiency 
of operations or so they rationalize. We call this procurement abuse. (Abuse is a contracting action that falls 
short of a criminal or civil violation. However, a prudent procurement professional wouldn't consider it, given the 
same facts and circumstances, a reasonable or a necessary business practice.)  

These procurement process abusers might not have any malicious intent, but they're placing victimized entities 
at significant risk of contract termination, reputational damage, financial loss and potential litigation. Abuse also 
gives potential fraudsters the incentive to commit crimes.  

We've identified these five personality risk profiles after decades of practical experience and hundreds of fraud 
investigations and examinations and/or assessments of procurement integrity controls. (Procurement integrity 
controls are the processes, procedures and management systems designed to provide reasonable assurance 
that an organization can prevent and detect and provide prompt reporting and capable response to procurement 
fraud and abuse.)  

When we understand the underlying motivations and self-justification for these personalities, we'll be more 
effective in promoting procurement integrity and can help prevent and deter fraud.  

Procurement fraud, abuse and acts of noncompliance to procurement policy are, by their nature, products of 
human behavior that employees perform with willful intent.  

Individuals who fall into these personality risk profiles create different risks or vulnerabilities. As a professional 
working in the prevention and detection of procurement fraud and abuse you'll eventually interact with these 
profiles, so you must understand their individual motivations for their actions: 

• Situational fraudster. 
• Deviant fraudster. 
• Multi-interest abuser. 
• Well-intentioned noncompliance employee. 
• Disengaged noncompliance employee. 
SITUATIONAL FRAUDSTER.  This employee, who many consider the typical fraudster, appears to be 
frustrated at work, has rationalized their perceived entitlement to an illegal enrichment and perpetrates when the 
right occasion occurs - usually because of weak procurement integrity controls. When the situational fraudster is 
caught, other employees aren't surprised that the individual was involved in the fraud because of the person's 
poor work attitude. 

Situational fraudsters have no intention of committing any type of fraud when they join their organizations, and 
often have no criminal records. They usually become upset with events at work that have a direct financial 
impact on them such as being passed over for a promotion or transferred to a lower position. They perceive 
these events as unjust, rationalize that they aren't deserving of their financial losses and observe a weakness in 
organizations' procurement integrity controls that they decide to exploit. 

As a hypothetical example of a situational fraudster, let's examine a government agency employee (we'll call him 
Sam) who's overseeing a contractor's performance. This employee then becomes upset because he's losing 
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one day of pay each week for 10 weeks due to sequestration. (Sequestration is the employment of automatic, 
across the board spending cuts in the face of annual budget deficits.)  

Sam rationalizes that the failure of elected officials to approve a budget was the only reason he lost a portion of 
his pay. While his frustration grows, the contractor he's been overseeing for several years offers to "lend" him a 
small amount of money just to help, which Sam perceives as his only solution for paying down his expected 
debt. What started out as a "loan" with Sam's potential intent to repay becomes an offer of a "gift" from the 
contractor. Sam feels gratitude and returns the "favor" by providing sensitive information of a future procurement 
opportunity.  

Sam realizes how easy it was to supply the sensitive information, so he accepts additional payments from the 
contractor for more sensitive information. Sam doesn't intend to become a situational fraudster. But he has a 
perceived pressure to regain his lost income from sequestration. And he saw the opportunity of providing the 
sensitive information as a solution, which he rationalized that he deserved. 

The "gifts" are legally defined as bribes. The contractor's payments will continue if Sam rationalizes them and 
believes he has a low probability of being caught. 

DEVIANT FRAUDSTERS, often described as "wheeler dealers," are the most serious threat to organizations 
because they can cause the most damage. Organizations perceive them as some of the hardest workers or best 
contractors even though they're always searching for opportunities to commit fraud.  

They live behind "veils of trust" from others within the organization. A deviant fraudster has a strong group of 
advocates who'll deny assertions that the fraudster is involved with any wrongdoing. Internal deviant fraudsters 
will take only a few days of leave each year. They seem to have their hands in every process within their 
business units.  

An example of an external deviant fraudster would be a corrupt contractor who offered our previous government 
employee, Sam, the situational fraudster, the "loan" that turned into a "gift" that rolled over into a bribe. 

MULTI-INTEREST ABUSER.  Most procurement fraud authors and trainers talk almost exclusively about 
situational and deviant fraudsters, but we should consider the vulnerabilities of other types.  

Multi-interest abusers aren't by definition fraudsters - they aren't seeking any financial advantages - but they still 
manipulate procurement processes to advance their interests and/or the interests of others. They help friends or 
family members obtain contracts or ensure awards go to their preferred contractors. In some countries or 
cultures, family members of a new government employee expect that person to supply them with jobs or 
contracts.  

Multi-interest abusers of the procurement process inappropriately draft specifications to particular contractors, 
push the need for sole-source justifications to avoid fully competitive processes or slant technical evaluations to 
specific bidders. They might support the continued use of incumbent contractors mostly because they enjoy 
good working relationships with them, but the contractors might not be supplying the best deals.  

An abuser who drafts an unwarranted sole-source procurement to their family members or friends can 
rationalize that the organization is getting the contract service it needed, so their actions aren't harming the 
organization.   

These abusers raise significant risks to procurement processes because of the increased risks of contract 
protests from other contractors or forcing organizations to pay higher costs because of noncompetitive 
processes. Of course, if personal financial gain motivated employees to inappropriately act then we'd categorize 
them as procurement fraudsters and not abusers. 

WELL-INTENTIONED NONCOMPLIANCE EMPLOYEE.  Organizations rarely consider this personality type (or 
the next one, disengaged noncompliance employee), but they present significant risks to procurements and are 
harder to identify than fraudsters or abusers.  

Fraudsters and abusers create direct financial losses or damages to reputations or create media 
embarrassments, but noncompliance employees create indirect and unnecessary exposures to fraud and 
potential contract disputes. They can waste organizations' resources and funds and create countless 
opportunities for fraudsters. You must address the vulnerabilities these employees create.  
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ISM-Nevada welcomes the following  
New Members! 

 

Steve Kessler – City of Las Vegas 

Julie Strite – GES 

Well-intentioned noncompliance employees believe their willful deviations from procurement processes cause 
no harm but actually help their organizations become more efficient and obtain better services. They're totally 
focused on helping their organizations.  

These employees normally have been with their organizations for several years and have good working 
knowledge of procurement processes or requirements and therefore know exactly how to advance their 
outcomes. They consciously decide not to identify to the procurement staff the true scope of requirements, 
which ensures contracts remain under a particular dollar threshold and expedites awards. These employees 
also know the key descriptions in purchasing documents to use - or not use - to avoid any additional 
procurement steps.  

Another example: A well-intentioned noncompliance employee works on developing a product over the course 
of several years, which an external contractor is ready to manufacture. The employee is familiar with this 
contractor that historically provides good service and has an outstanding record of customer service.  

The procurement staff asks the employee to develop a technical evaluation criteria for a fully competitive 
procurement. The employee disregards the policy that forbids the technical evaluation criteria to be tailored to 
any specific contractor and intentionally develops technical requirements that best matches the contractor that 
he prefers. The employee easily rationalizes the resulting benefit in efficiency and potential services versus 
complying with the procurement policy. 

DISENGAGED NONCOMPLIANCE EMPLOYEES who are usually disgruntled or dissatisfied with their 
organizations, knowingly decide to expend little or minimal effort on specific procurement steps. These 
employees will disregard their responsibilities to verify contractors' bonds, to examine contractors' performance 
records or to confirm contractors' deliverables prior to approving payment.  

If deviant fraudsters observe disengaged noncompliance employees' disregard for oversight, they could 
theoretically submit false or inflated cost data. Deviant fraudsters, who observe disengaged product inspectors 
not performing required testing, could substitute low-cost parts during manufacturing.  

Gallup workforce polls clearly demonstrate the statistical probability of these disgruntled disengaged employees 
working anywhere within an organization. (See "Employee Engagement in U.S. Stagnant in 2015," by Amy 
Adkins, GALLUP News, tinyurl. com/z2hxrky )  

RECOGNIZE THE FACES.  Procurement fraud, abuse and non-compliance to procurement policy is no 
accident. They're byproducts of the unusual and sometimes deviant human behavior with different motivations 
and justifications for their actions than you and me. Because every global organization, public or private, faces 
the risk from each of the five personality risk profiles, you must discover and differentiate the faces to develop 
mitigation steps and assist management in detecting, deterring and preventing bad behavior. 

Article by: Tom Caulfield, CFE, is chief operating officer and co-owner of Procurement Integrity Consulting 
Services, LLC (procurement-integrity.net). He's an instructor for the ACFE's Contract and Procurement Fraud 
seminar.  His email address is: Tom@procurement-integrity.net.  

Sheryl Steckler, CIG, is president and co-owner of Procurement Integrity Consulting Services, LLC. Her email 
address is: Sheryl@procurement-integrity.net. 

Find the full article at www.fraud-magazine.com  

 

 

mailto:Tom@procurement-integrity.net
mailto:Sheryl@procurement-integrity.net
http://www.fraud-magazine.com/
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Join ISM today and become part of a powerful network of 45,000 supply management professionals who 
lead and shape supply management today and in the future. 
 
To learn more about membership eligibility and types, benefits and application process, please visit 
Membership Committee Chairs Melanie Lever at mlever@washoecounty.us, or Natasa Christodoulidou at 
nchristodoulidou@csudh.edu or the ISM NV website at http://ismnv.org/join.php 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ISM-Nevada is on   and  

_____________________________________________ 

Have an idea for a meeting, seminar, facility tour or 
networking event?  Let us hear from you.   

 http://ismnv.org/contact.php 

CPSM Certification 

Katrina Trombley, CPSM 

Las Vegas Convention & Visitors 

Authority 

 

A.P.P. Re-Certification 

Jamie Hughes, A.P.P. 

Barrick Cortez 

Log into your LinkedIn and Facebook 
accounts and search for ISM-Nevada 

under Groups.  Connect with us today! 

mailto:mlever@washoecounty.us
mailto:nchristodoulidou@csudh.edu
http://ismnv.org/join.php
http://ismnv.org/contact.php
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YOU DON’T KNOW WHAT YOU DON’T KNOW  

Submitted by Carol Poindexter, C.P.M., CPPO 

The following sample test questions were developed for those procurement professionals interested in acquiring 
their CPSM and CPSD professional credentials. These and other questions are posted in the CPSM Exam Review 
workbook published by the Institute for Supply Management. 
 

Question 1 
A major U.S.-based olive oil importer has consistently bought its supplies from Italy, with the orders payable 
in U.S. dollars. As the dollar has been falling against the euro, the organization is reconsidering this practice. 
What action should the supply manager suggest to reduce the currency risk? (Task 1-B-5) 

(A) Continuing to purchase in U.S. dollars, since that is the currency your organization understands. 

(B) Purchasing in euros and hedging against the possibility of a strengthening U.S. dollar. 

(C) Purchasing half the supply in dollars and half in euros to even out the exchange rate differences. 

(D)  Selling bonds to increase the cash cushion of the organization so that the effects of the weakening dollar are 
generally covered. 

 
Question 2 
Julio Suarez is the Director of Supply Management for an arts and crafts company that sells to retail stores 
and television home shopping networks. The products are seasonal items and his company’s customers are 
very demanding about on-time delivery, often charging his company for lost profit if delivery schedules are 
not met with 99% on-time delivery. Suarez is responsible for managing forecasted data with suppliers. The 
two key success factors for Suarez’s management of forecasted data are: (Task 2-A-3) 

(A) The supplier’s contract and price. 

(B) The company’s material requirements planning (MRP) and the strength of the supplier relationship. 

(C) Early supplier involvement and detailed knowledge of the company’s and supplier’s manufacturing processes. 

(D)  The supplier’s delivery schedule and a company’s receiving schedule. 
 

Question 3 
The Director of Supply Management for O’Shea Company must create strategies that align with the 
company’s business objectives to increase revenue, reduce cost and generate new products. When creating 
strategies, which criteria are MOST important for the director to consider? Identification of: (Task 3-A-2) 

(A) Actionable, measurable tasks. 

(B) Investment in staffing levels required. 

(C) Business changes required. 

(D)  Strategies which are long-term. 

 
 
Answers can be found on next of the Newsletter. 
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Question 1 
Option (B) is correct because it takes advantage of the stronger euro, but creates a hedge in case 
the exchange rate situation reverses.  

Option (A) is incorrect because this will result in profit margins being squeezed, unless the organization can 
pass the extra costs onto its customers.  

Option (C) is incorrect because of the difficulties in managing this, both for your own organization and for 
your supplier.  

Option (D) is incorrect because the organization will be paying interest on the bonds, so it actually will 
increase its risk profile. 

 
Question 2 
Option (C) is correct because early supplier involvement supports capacity and capital planning. 
Intimate knowledge of complementary manufacturing schedules leads to process efficiency, 
schedule integration and opportunity for lean manufacturing.  

Option (A) is incorrect because the supplier contract and price are not elements of managing forecasted 
data.  

Option (B) is incorrect because a company’s material requirements planning (MRP) represents demand 
solely from the company’s perspective. It does not account for supplier capacity, supplier demand and 
efficiency. While the supplier relationship is important, it cannot overcome capacity constraints of the 
supplier.  

Option (D) is incorrect because supplier delivery is not a key success factor for managing forecasts. Poor 
delivery is normally a reaction to capacity constraints. A company’s receiving schedule is internal and not a 
key success factor in managing data. 

 
Question 3 
Option (A) is correct because all broad business goals must be broken down into key actions that 
will lead to the attainment of the goal. They must be defined in measurable terms to assure 
progress is made and that there is accountability.  
 
Option (B) is incorrect because simply investing in staffing alone will not assure goal attainment.  
 
Option (C) is incorrect because although changes may be required, the changes must be defined as 
actionable steps.  
 
Option (D) is incorrect because major goals require short-, medium- and long-term planning, especially if 
the goal is defined as a goal for the coming year, which will require short-term action. 

 


